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introduction

if you’re reading this guide, you already understand the 

importance of publishing content regularly. unfortunately, 

writing an effective blog post can be challenging. the most 

shared articles online – regardless of industry, topic or even 

author – all share a similar cadence, intonation and anatomy  

– and that’s no accident.

Believe it or not, there are tried and true techniques for discoverable, readable and  

sharable blog posts. And once you’ve mastered those techniques, you’ll find that your  

blogging efforts will reap measurable dividends.

This guide will walk you through the process of writing killer blog posts starting with  

crafting titles, structuring articles and optimizing for search, social and conversions.  

Finally, we’ll discuss content governance, which is a framework for style and substance  

that will protect your brand and ensure content harmony.
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TiTLe
with content marketing becoming increasingly 

popular among agencies and internal marketing 

departments, the skill of creating appealing 

headlines and desirable copy is in demand. a  

blog post could be expertly written with problem-solving content, 

but if the title fails to communicate a value proposition or urgency, 

the writing won’t reach the right audience. use the following 10 

strategies for writing successful blog titles and watch your web 

traffic rise.
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TiTLe

newS JackinG » This is a marketer’s attempt to ride the wave of a news cycle to get their message seen.   
For example, a gaffe during a presidential debate or sporting event would represent an opportunity for marketers  
to news jack. They would, however, have to respond and publish quickly to take advantage of the public’s interest in 
that news story.

POPuLar cuLTure » Using popular culture in metaphorical and analogous ways can be a powerful tool to 
relate industry commentary or problem solving content to new groups of people. Some examples include: “What 
Hip-Hop Can Teach Us about Inbound Marketing” and “Top 10 Quotes – If Glengarry Glen Ross Were about Internet 
Marketing.”

HumOr/aBSurdiTy » This approach is a personal favorite. People only go to the web for two reasons: to solve 
a problem or to be entertained. Never underestimate the power of entertainment. “Woman Updates Facebook Status 
while Giving Birth!” is an example of an absurd blog post title that works. “Smells Like Inbound Marketing – Tastes Like 
Chicken,” is a blog post title that uses humor to entertain, and conveys industry prudence.

BOLd STaTemenT, decLaraTiOn, cOnTrOverSy, LOGicaL FaLLacy – This title catagory is 
best demonstrated by the ever-popular “The Death of…” blog post. “The Case for a Four-Day Work Week” is an example 
of a bold title. These titles tend to be very attention grabbing and can garner a lot of click-throughs.

eGO STrOke » People like to be recognized for excellence. Whether it’s a list of awesome blogs, people on Twitter 
or thought leaders in an industry, ego stroking titles lend themselves to being evangelized by the people receiving the 
ego stroke. Some examples of titles include “Top 10 ‘Hidden Gem’ Internet Marketing Blogs You May Not Be Reading” 
and “25 Tweeple to Follow who Will Make You a Better Inbound Marketer.”

Tip: Try not to focus on A-listers with ego stroke posts. Blogosphere celebrities don’t tend to evangelize these posts like others.

10 tried and true Blog title strategies that win
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TiTLe
BreakinG newS » This type of title isn’t the same as news jacking. Generally, a breaking news title should be 
industry-specific and announce something new. A marketing example might include catching a tweet from Google’s 
Matt Cutts announcing a new algorithm update. A breaking news title encapsulates the breaking news element of the 
post. An example would be “New Google Algorithm Update Just Announced – The EMD.”

HOw-TO » Not a lot of examples are necessary to communicate the nature of the how-to title. This title is exactly 
what it says – “How to do XYZ” – and is focused on solving problems.

TOP X LiST » These titles are generally called top 10 lists, but they don’t always have to be framed that way. 
Example titles could include 5 Ways, 8 Features, 6 Tools and 9 Tips. Many consumers of online content are attracted to 
the apparent convenience of skimming a quick list.

Tip: Always try to use the numeral in the post title, as opposed to spelling it out. This saves valuable space in the search engine 

link and grabs visual attention.

[BrackeT] TiTLe » These types of titles are popular to Tweet. Generally, the title is followed by a phrase in 
brackets that highlights the content asset of the post. Some popular bracket title examples include [Infographic], 
[Video], [Data], [Webinar] or [Slides] at the end of the actual title.

THOuGHT LeaderSHiP » Titles in this category don’t necessarily solve a problem or entertain. Titles that 
convey thought leadership can communicate broad industry opinion on current trends. They can also provide a general 
commentary on the future of an industry, strategy or tactic. This type of content, if well-articulated and supported with 
facts, can position the author as an industry expert. Some examples include, “Agency Branding in 20XX & Beyond – 
Inbound Marketing or Something Else?” and “Tomorrow’s Casualties – Internet Marketing’s Kill-Zone is Expanding.”
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content marketing is a game of quality, frequency and 

consistency. if none of those requirements are met, the best 

blog post titles in the world won’t drive enough traffic and leads 

to sustain a company’s sales pipeline. with the aforementioned 

three publishing requirements met, these blog title strategies 

will help drive more click-throughs, visits, conversions and 

ultimately, more customers.
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Prolific bloggers are often asked for the secret 

formula to writing successful blog posts. there’s 

no true secret formula, but there is a very simple 

structure that works well. it’s definitely a keep- 

it-simple-stupid approach, but getting any more granular could 

stifle creativity, slow down production and potentially become a 

road block for employees to contribute content.

By keeping it simple, marketing departments have a much better 

chance at converting employee contributors into authoritative 

web authors over time, to power ongoing content marketing 

campaigns and build online communities.

STrucTure
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STrucTure

THe inTrOducTiOn  ::  The title of a blog post is the initial click bait. However, the post’s introduction is the 
sales pitch for reading the post in its entirety. It also sets the tone and expectations for the reader.

»  Tell them what you’re going to tell them

»  Make an argument

»  Answer: “What’s in it for the reader (what’s the value proposition)?”

THe BOdy  ::  This is the put-up or shut-up stage of a blog post. If it doesn’t deliver on the promises made in the 
introduction, you can forget about someone getting to the conclusion. The body is analogous to the main dish of a 
meal. It should provide detail, evidence and value while solving problems, educating or entertaining.

»  Tell them what you told them you were going to tell them

»  Prove the argument

»  Provide the value

THe cOncLuSiOn  ::  Just like public speaking, blog posts should provide a brief recap of the argument, value 
proposition or takeaways. This recap serves as a reminder and helps solidify trust, so the reader is more inclined to 
click on the call to action.

» Tell them what you told them

» Remind the reader what was in it for them (what they got out of it)

caLL-TO-acTiOn  ::  If someone takes the time to read your content from start to finish, you’re obligated to tell 
them what to do next. It could be as simple as requesting feedback in the comments box. But if you’re blogging for a 
company, it’s much more valuable to suggest they download a top of the funnel whitepaper or eBook that dives deeper 
into the topic of the blog.

»  Tell them what to do next

the 4 Building Blocks of a Rock-solid Blog Post
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if you’re currently deploying content marketing 

or thinking about it, this keep-it-simple-stupid 

approach to writing rock-solid blog posts should 

help recruit contributors organization-wide and 

overcome web author hesitancies. blogging 

isn’t rocket science. many, however, are hesitant 

because they think it is.
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Traffic
aS yOu add mOre and mOre cOnTenT 

TO yOur weBSiTe in THe FOrm OF BLOG 

POSTS, TraFFic wiLL increaSe.
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- SoURCE: HUBSPoT

Companies that blog 15 or more  

times per month get 5x more traffic  

than companies that don’t blog.
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Optimization tips usually come in the form of seO 

action items. however, seO is one of many online 

areas that can be optimized. all too often, social 

media optimization (sMO) and conversion rate 

optimization (CRO) take a back seat to seO. some marketers fail 

to realize that successful sMO and CRO positively impact seO by 

enhancing social signals and increasing time on-site. CRO is also 

the path for optimizing the ROi of online marketing, whether from 

search, social, referral, email, paid or direct traffic.

OPTimizaTiOn
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OPTimizaTiOn

Below are thirteen simple tips for content marketers to deploy on their corporate blogs and websites.  
If fully deployed, expect to see many key performance indicators move in a positive direction.

13 Content Marketing Optimization  
tips with sMO, CRO and seO

SOciaL media OPTimizaTiOn TiPS 

1 »  Make content easily shareable – share buttons

2 »  Make content easy to subscribe to –  
RSS and email

3 »  Make social media profiles easy to find and follow

4 »  Use social media plugins

5 »  Experiment with timing when posting  
content to social media accounts

wHaT iS SmO? The process of optimizing a brand’s social role on the web to enhance web visibility, 
traffic and conversions.

cOnverSiOn raTe 
OPTimizaTiOn TiPS

6 »  Use graphical calls to action (CTAs)

7 »  Experiment with CTA placement –  
side panel, top, bottom.

8 »  Use textual CTAs (links) in body copy

9 »  Use A/B or multivariate testing for CTAs  
and landing pages

SearcH enGine 
OPTimizaTiOn TiPS

10 »  Choose one keyword or keyword phrase

11 »  Title length – no more than 70 characters with 
keyword or phrase close to the front

12 »  Create a clear URL with a permalink structure 
that uses your blog title

13 »  Use the ALT attribute for images

wHaT iS crO? The process of optimizing a company’s web properties to increase the likelihood of 
capturing leads, conversions or customers.
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don’t let cro and smo take a back 

seat to seo. content marketers 

should have them all up front because 

together they can enhance an overall 

inbound marketing deployment. 
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Conversions
wiTH increaSed TraFFic cOmeS 

increaSed cOnverSiOnS.  

THe mOre PeOPLe wHO viSiT yOur  

SiTe, THe mOre PeOPLe wiLL  

cOnverT On yOur cTas.

- SoURCE: HUBSPoT

Companies that increase blogging  

from 3-5X per month to 6-8X per  

month almost double their leads.
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it’s no secret that blogging and content marketing are 

powerful tactics for marketing departments. in fact, 

they’re critical for social media marketing, search engine 

optimization and an overall inbound marketing campaign. 

it’s for these reasons that companies, both large and small, 

are seeing their marketing departments grow a publishing arm. some are even 

rolling out content marketing company-wide.

For some brands, the idea of creating and publishing lots of helpful content 

online represents a balancing act of risk versus reward. Content governance 

is the solution for those companies. the degree of granularity in governance 

should be determined by the level of risk averseness in the company.

But, when compliance and guidelines are complicated, conservative brands  

run the risk of stifling creativity and creating unnecessary road blocks to 

content production. these are all important considerations when crafting 

content governance.  

cOnTenT 
GOvernance
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wHaT iS cOnTenT GOvernance? Content governance is the management of content style  
and/or delivery. It includes editorial guidelines and style guides. It can also include guidelines for 
content delivery, the development of boards or committees, compliance and publishing calendars.

THe GOaLS OF cOnTenT GOvernance 

1 »  Foster consistency, as opposed to uniformity

2 »  Create principles, as opposed to rules

3 »  Enhance the brand

4 »  Minimize exposure to risk

eXamPLe cOnTenT GOvernance POLicy :: The following is an example of a content 
governance policy. On the liberal to conservative scale, it is certainly on the more liberal side.  
However, granularity in the governance may not be necessary if your writers and editors have  
adopted the AP Style Guide and a plan for reviewing all content produced.

developing Content governance  
that supports Your inbound efforts

cOnTenT 
GOvernance
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editorial guidelines

inTernaL & eXTernaL Privacy :: Not everyone wants to have his or her name, social media accounts, 
phone number or other personal information published online. This is true whether it’s an internal or external 
stakeholder or the general public. Get permission prior to writing about someone. 

daTa & inFOrmaTiOn SecuriTy ::  Client information, metrics, tools used, processes or proprietary 
information can be sensitive in nature. In many cases, their use is contractually disallowed. Seeking permission  
prior to creating content containing the above should be required. Internal proprietary information should be  
safe-guarded, too.

Brand inTeGriTy :: Content created for marketing should always align with the brand. It should be congruent 
with a brand’s purpose, mission and vision, or it risks having a negative brand impact.

creaTive cOmmOnS & aTTriBuTiOn :: It’s important to educate writers about using Creative Commons 
licensed images and video, in lieu of trademarked content. It’s also important to explain fair use and how it can be 
leveraged with trademarked content. Proper attribution should be given, too.  

THe “Gray” area :: This guidance is hard to define and tends to hover near the topics of religion, politics or topics 
that can be construed as offensive, taboo or illegal. Content of this nature must align with the brand and deliver valuable 
information. These posts are risky, but they can potentially provide the best return.
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style guide
These bullets represent some of the most common errors made in content marketing today.  
The AP Style Guide includes many more style recommendations not included below.

1ST PerSOn :: A wise business blogger once said, “No one cares about you. They care about the problem  
you can help them solve.” Blog posts should always try to avoid using first person, although there are some rare 
tactical exceptions

acrOnymS :: Spell out The Acronym (SoTA) the first time it is used in the body copy. The acronym can be  
used alone afterwards.

ancHOr TeXT :: Avoid linking verbs to other website pages. Instead, consider linking nouns and their  
adjective counterparts. 

One SPace Or TwO? :: one space after a period instead of two is the new normal on the Internet. It’s a tough 
habit to break, but it lends itself to a better user experience when consuming content. 

numBerS :: The numbers one through nine should always be spelled out. However, any number 10 or greater  
should be numerical, unless it starts a sentence. 

Ordered & unOrdered LiSTS :: Using numbers or bullet points to break up content is encouraged.  
It makes for a better user experience when consuming content.
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as content marketing continues to influence how brands 

market themselves, content governance will become a 

more commonly used tool. the success, failure, financial 

feasibility or liability of content marketing may hinge 

on the flexibility or rigidness of the governance. the 

aforementioned example can serve as a starting point or 

check on content governance. 
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Customers
Once a cOnverSiOn OccurS, yOur Lead 

nurTurinG Or remarkeTinG can kick 

in - SendinG THe cOnverSiOn TarGeTed 

cOnTenT uSinG markeTinG auTOmaTiOn 

TOOLS. THey wiLL mOve THrOuGH THe 

SaLeS FunneL unTiL THey BecOme a 

FirST-Time Or rePeaT cuSTOmer.

- SoURCE: HUBSPoT

Nurtured leads produce, on average, 

a 20% increase in sales opportunities 

versus non-nurtured leads.
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Final thoughts

TiTLe

STrucTure

OPTimizaTiOn

cOnTenT 
GOvernance
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Final thoughts

once you’ve mastered the art of creating an optimized blog post, something 

magical happens: the entire process becomes fun, easy and quick.  Combine that 

with the fact that you’re already writing about a topic that interests you, and you 

may be surprised by how much high-quality content you can produce in a short 

amount of time.

As you revisit this guide to hone your craft, don’t forget that the most important 

part of blog writing is to have fun. When content comes from the heart, it tends to 

be more authoritative, engaging and relevant to a reader’s needs. The best blog 

posts solve real problems. 
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